
 

 

 

No. AIBSNLEA/CTD/JCL/18-19                                                                                                    Date: 20/03/2019 

Subject  Meeting on 20/03/2019 (15.00 hrs) on austerity measures/JCL: Curtailment of labour cost 

 

Ref: DGA/JCL/Vol.-IX dated 16/03/2019 of DGM(HR&Admn.) 

 
 

Suggestions regarding useful deployment of JCL force working at present in CTD as well as 

minimizing OPEX in CTD 

As per data available, from January  2019 to December 2019  618 Nos. of Non-Executive 

strength will be depleted due to superannuation(as on  01/03/2019 present strength is 2582 in 

Group-C and 1065 in Group-D),  most of them are involved in External Mtce. work as well as 

various office jobs. This depletion will certainly affect the day to day work of CTD 

simultaneously may save a handsome amount of recurring expenditure of CTD.  

 As per present pratice, CTD is spending additional money in the OPEX for FTTH laying & splicing 

through vendors .The laying cost of OFC  is Rs. 12.55 per meter and Splicing cost is Rs.680.80 

per OFC Joint. Normally an FTTH connection needs at least 2 joints and more than 100 meters 

of laying. Thus,in a division of area South  Rs. 2,07,703 /-  has been incurred for giving 21 Nos. 

of FTTH connections. As there are 12 operative areas in CTD one can easily calculate the 

astronomical amount of money being drained out which may easily be avoided . 

For Broadband installation , maintenance and configuration also vendors are being used 

throughout CTD as a present practice. They charge Rs. 105 + GST for each case. At least 200 

cases are there per division per month. Approximately more than Rs.5,00,000/- per month are 

being spent .This may also be avoided to curb the expenditure in the Mtce.head. 

Sometimes, vendors are deployed for excavation and jointing work in restoration of cable 

faults. Even for small laying ranging from 20-50 meters , vendors are used resulting extra 

drainage of OPEX fund. This practice also contributes to an additional mtce. expenditure. 

On the other hand , if we consider about JCL force (which is 4688 at present in CTD,will also 

decay in near future due to attaining of 60 yrs of age & other reasons) including watch and 

ward and cleaning/sweeping staff , the cost of wages comes upto the tune of Rs. 13 crores per 

month. We have to keep in mind that their wages were hiked by about 40%  w.e.f. 19th 

January,2017 by the consideration of the Competent Authority. This caused a surge in  

additional expenditure of more than Rs.4 crores per month abruptly. 
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Now, the question is if we can save about Rs.7 crores a month for mtce expenditure,  our 

purpose will be served.  

In the light of the above, our Association like  to put forth the following suggestions in resolving 

the minimization of monthly OPEX fund. 

1. There is no need to retrench JCL workforce, rather we can use these 15-20 years 

experienced workers in the installation and maintenance of FTTH and Broadband in a 

fruitful way keeping in mind the future decay in the regular workforce. Moreover ,those 

labours  working in transmission wing are already conversant  with splicing & jointing of 

OFC.   

2. We noticed that there is an uneven distribution of JCL force throughout CTD. If required, 

we can distribute  the workforce among different areas evenly in a viable way 

judiciously. 

3. In the area of Marketing the JCL force has already proved to be effective in different 

areas. They can be used intensely to broaden the customer base of CTD as well as they 

can serve in remote areas for selling / recharge of GSM products. 

 

4. If the Management does not consider the facts , the curtailment of this workforce will 

affect the maintenance and installation work of CFA products which  may be a suicidal 

attempt  for  CTD which may cause a huge loss of customer base in near future . 

 

5. Last but not the least BSNL is a 100% Govt. owned company which has some social 

responsibilities to discharge. Considering  these, it  is not advisable to curtail / retrench / 

lowering the wages of the JCL because they are maintaining their family and other social 

responsibility depending upon their wages. This attempt may also result in disharmony 

in the atmosphere of  this organization which will certainly tell upon day to day activity 

which is  detrimental to the growth of CTD.  

 

There are several other ways of minimizing monthly mtce. cost of CTD & increase the 

revenue  using  other non-conventional ways. A creative thought may easily explore 

this ways instead of curtailment /retrenchment/ lowering the wages of JCL force. 
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